Cybersecurity Solutions
for Healthcare
Conceal protects the routing and disbursed storage of electronic records and
transactions that have become increasingly hard to manage to deter cyber threats.

The Challenge

The Solution

In the healthcare industry, cyber attacks
continue to increase dramatically in
terms of volume and sophistication.

Conceal addresses the security needs of healthcare organizations by
offering additional security, privacy, performance and significant cost
reductions.

While many struggle to prevent
ransomware attacks and outside
threats that gain access to private
data and internet communications,
healthcare organizations are particularly
susceptible and often the focus of
criminal elements that compromise
cybersecurity.

Entities that utilize Conceal solutions remain unidentifiable to criminal
elements, because we prevent websites from filtering or denying content,
enable discreet online surveillance and provide a reduced cyber attack
vector.
Conceal’s unique network design lowers your cyberattack profile by
isolating, obfuscating and dynamically shifting your communications
pathways. With Conceal, your network communications are not attributed
back to your organization.

Conceal disguises and protects your networks, communications, applications,
and data with unique obfuscation solutions.

Secure virtual
private networks

Internet identity
management

Dynamic routing
across multiple
clouds

Distributed
communications

Disguise and protect your enterprise’s online presence. Visit conceal.io
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Enhanced security
protections

Conceal for Healthcare
Conceal is an internet and cybersecurity firm that protects healthcare providers’ identities and systems by intelligently selecting and
obscuring global network pathways into the core of the internet.
Our solution provides next generation WAN transport by leveraging existing, cost-effective, internet broadband connectivity to
communication between the enterprise, the internet, and the cloud while delivering increased performance, security, privacy, and resiliency
within the network.

Healthcare Use Cases
Secure Communications & Protect Data Transport
Communicate confidently and discreetly with your personnel,
vendors, third parties and patients. Protect Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) and sensitive patient information.
Search & Malware Protected Browsing
Securely conduct discreet research, due diligence and online
investigations. Protect your users from malware, spear phishing
and browser-based cyber threats with intelligence-grade, zero trust
remote browser isolation.

Protected Data & Content Storage in the Cloud & On-Premise
Secure sensitive data and host applications in dedicated, zero attack
surface and zero trust environments. Provides controlled access and
nontraceable connectivity to protected environments within and
across multiple public and private clouds.
Data Governance & Compliance
Make intelligent routing decisions and take back control of your data
to achieve HIPAA, GDPR & CCPA compliance.

Secure Access to Enterprise Apps, Data & Services
Provide a secure and non-traceable on-ramp to your enterprise
cloud and on-premise applications, data and services for your
patients, personnel, third parties, and vendors.

Multiple ways to connect to Conceal

Intelligence-grade:
Any machine, any URL

Software and hardware
integrations at your
network edge

Custom User Defined
Interfaces: we are experts
in designing and
implementing
non-traditional
telecommunications
networks.

Conceal enables organizations to protect their users through Zero Trust isolation
technology that intelligently selects and obscures global network pathways on
the internet.

The information provided in this document contains general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described or which
may change as a result of further development of the products. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice.
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